
INNOVATIVE THINKING 

A Paneda product comes with a range of benefits, 

superior state-of-the-art technical specifications and 

24-7 support as well as great warranty conditions.  

In the range of tunnel equipment the products are 

always offered as a turnkey solution, ensuring that the 

complete system works well together.  

CONNECT AND FORGET is our lead star! 
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PANEDA NORW AY: +47 06741 info@paneda.no 

PANEDA SW EDEN: +46 13 150054 info@paneda.se  

By connecting your Paneda system to the 24-7 monitoring 

center you can relax, the Paneda technicians are 

monitoring and controlling your system, 7 days a week, 365 

days per year. If a critical error occurred you will be notified 

according to you agreement. In most cases actions can be 

taken before affective any services.  

S P E C IF IC A T IO NS  

RECORDING TIME STORAGE 

Days 42, 60, 90, 120 180 days, 1-2year Drive SIZE 160GB – 2TB 
DAB Tuner ENVIRONMENT AND MECHANICAL DATA 

Input type BNC connector Housing 19” cabinet, 1 height units 
DAB Frequency Band III (174-240MHz, DAB mode1 Depht 250mm 
Maximum services 64 Weight 3kg 
Max subch/service 12 POWER SUPPLY 

Dynamic reconfiguration Yes Mains voltage 100-240 VAC,  
DAB support Yes Frequency 48-64 Hz 
DAB+ support Yes Power consumption 30W 
DATASERVICES STANDARDS 
DLS Yes DAB+ (ETSI 102 563) 
SLS Yes DAB (ISO/IEC 13818-3) 
BWS Yes COMPUTER 
EPG Yes HDD size Dual 2TB incl 
TPEG Next release CPU Intel i7 2,7GHz x4 

RAM 4GB 
OPTIONS: OS Win7 64-bit 
12VDC Input Network 2x Intel 1gbps 
Multi ensemble upgrade 

The DAB receiver used is developed by Innes 

Corporation Australia, and uses PCI-e interface. The 

units supports multiple ensemble in the very same 

hardware and decode and record the whole MSC from 

each ensemble. 
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CONFIDENCE Monitor /Recorder 

The Paneda hard disc logger records the entire content of a DAB 

ensemble from RF and decoding occurs during playback, showing 

DLS text, MOT slideshows (SLS) , broadcast websites (BWS) and 

electronic programme guides (EPG) along the audio.  

DAB/DAB+ Radio capture:  

 ENTIRE MSC (Main Service Channel) content recorded.

 Receiver spectrum display, signal indicator and 

uncorrected error counter. 

 Decoded legacy MP2 and HE-AAV v2 audio.

 Display texts, pictures and EPG.

 Live monitoring of audio and data on logger or remote.

 Selectable carrier and audio failure alarms. 

 SNMP. 

PANEDA DAB+/DAB  
RF MONITOR SYSTEM 

The logging system is a compact and low 

power consumption solution built for many 

years of error free 24-7 operation.  

The system can be used without any KVM 

system connected and supporting AMT v7 

remote protocol, having VNC server built in 

the hardware.  

A complete system for RF logging 

US E R  INT E R FA C E  

FE A T UR E S  

 An complete DAB monitoring 
system

 Supporting both DAB/DAB+

 Decodes data services

 Records 1-4 Ensembles
simultaneous (option)

 Low maintenance and high 
reliability, low temperature 
mechanical design and fan 
less as option

 Real-time monitoring locally or 
remote

 Hardware status monitoring

 Records from 28days up to
2years (option)

 Compact low weight 1U
design

 12V DC or 220V AC 

 Free clients for remote
monitoring

 No need for KVM  solutions
using Intel AMT

Paneda offers a wide range of standard system components and customized solutions for signal encoding, RF 

analyzes, decoding and processing. Paneda use state-of-the-art technology and principles, emanating from 

many years of experience in the DAB and broadcasting business, Today, Paneda has delivered a great number 

of tunnel systems in Norway 

The Paneda PMON logger support up to 4 individual ensembles simultaneous. The user 

interface can be used either locally or installed at a number of remote clients.  The RF 

spectrum is stored on discs and can be replayed LIVE or a selection in time using the calendar 

function.  Any selection can be extracted and exported as audio or AVI files including 

metadata such as text and pictures. The systems supports SNMP and text files for alarm 

indication, also supporting silence detect on individually defined services.  
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